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Welcome to the sparkling world
of variety show entertainment
We will create the perfect venue for your company
event – celebrations with acrobats, entertainment
and exquisite catering
Liveried bellboys and beautiful hostesses, breathtaking
artists and lively music: This is how you celebrate a perfect
evening. You will be able to experience a variety show in its
full potential. As the center of the celebrations the rotunda
is going to be decorated in a shiny fashion and an
impressive variety show promises a wonderful evening just
as you imagine it. Jazz and Swing tunes will be played - an
event for all senses.

DECORATIONS
The rotunda illuminated with warm light and
decorated with striking elements
An impressive light show, gold and glitter, are going to
make walking into the premises seem like walking into a
new world.
Magnificent candle-holders on all tables and bars will create
a festive atmosphere.
Otherwise, if desired, we offer cigar lounges, private rooms
with little benches and street lights or even a casino area
offering relaxation during a game of Black Jack – an evening
full of amusement.

CATERING
Combine your eventful evening with a variety of
delicious meals
The festive evening is going to start with some bubbly and
will then lead into a delicious set meal, which corresponds
with the style of the variety program. Sweet treats from our
buffet are going to round up this culinary experience.
We have prepared a wonderful offer for you – a set of
different menu proposals is available on demand. Or if you
have any special desires, we are happy to hear about your
ideas regarding the realization of the culinary program.
Have a delicious evening!

ENTERTAINMENT
The world of variety shows is colorful, multifaceted and always a surprise
The world of variety shows is colorful, multi-faceted and
always a surprise. Let a compère take you through the
evening. He will work his charm, talk here and there with
the guests, may also sing and dance and definitely create a
lively atmosphere.
The whole show can contain whatever you fancy – may it
be the art of juggling or acrobatic skills.
Jazz, Swing or wonderful dance music will be the frame to
this eventful night. Optionally, you can take on an avid
shoeshine boy or a charming lady carrying a vendor’s tray,
playing little games with the guests or giving out treats.

ENTERTAINMENT
Breath-taking acrobats or sexy dancers
A trapeze artist could be hanging down from above the
guests – the perfect mixture of strength and delicacy.
In a depraved manner and with a dark voice a chansonnier
could be taking you back to France during the Golden 20’s.
A jolly juggler could be throwing everything into the air that
he can get into his hands: hats, pins or plates.
All dressed in mystic lightning, artistic figures create a
tickling suspense. And after the grand finale all artists are
going to come together again and bow before you.

COSTS
Everything has its price – Black Jack, Poker and
even variety shows
The costs for the whole concept include the location, the
program, the catering, the aperitif, the technology and the
decoration.

From 300 guests: 105 € per person
From 400 guests: 85 € per person
From 500 guests: 75 € per person

In case you want to book our venue for groups
under 300 or over 600 people we are happy to
individually adjust our variety show concept.

THERE IS MORE TO COME
We have even more ideas for new concepts –
limitless variety!
Additional to our variety show, we are happy to help you
create invitations and a brochure. We will include your
company’s logo into our light show or give out little
presents using your CI. Together with you, we want to make
space for new experiences and create your personal
entertainment concept.
Our goal is your success!
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